School Community Council - January 3, 2018
Approval of previous meeting’s minutes - Review of Vaping discussion
Ideas for this year’s trustland money
- 3 interns funding
- 3 chromebook labs
- 1 to 1 computer ratio
- Current computer labs and rewiring
- Americorps - moving forward
Math teacher hired here for next semester and next year
- Rachel Scott
- Will co-teach and work on a variety of curriculum materials
Interns - will get a list at the end of the month - will work to get 3 for next year
- want to use it to lower class sizes
What about the 3 this year?
- Science teacher will go wherever they want
- History and PE interns know that they need to apply
- We don’t quite know FTE’s until March
- Have no way of keeping the English Intern
Note - First year teacher salaries have increased - to try to compete with other districts
Chromebook labs
- Chromebooks are starting reach the end of their life
- We want to begin conversations of beginning one to one
- Students would register their Chromebooks
- Self Insured against loss
- Some organization with charging
- Parents already paying a textbook fee - would make it happen without increasing fees
- Don’t worry about updates - as all they do is connect to the internet
- Discussion of Google Tools and Canvas
Computer Labs Rewire - Will rewire this building over the summer
- Wiring rooms cost about 16000 dollars
Americorps - Currently have someone that is tracking
- Americorps pay half their salary

-

Problem - takes a specific person that it fits with….
Could be more successful hiring a technician
Could use trustlands to help track the toughest kids
Americorps is a government agency that assists people with their schooling and a living
allowance

Other ideas?
- Professional Development
- If a teacher wants to go to a conference, we have a way to get them there
- Summer planning
Are we needing to pick and choose?
- No - we should be able to get done with most of these things
- Should have 120 thousand for next year
Capital Improvement Funds
- Basketball Hoops
- Hoops aren’t regulation size - 3 of the 4 hoops are too low and we can’t raise
them
- Remove carpet from benches
- Hard to clean - Would rather have something we can clean better
- Make a door from Waters room to science storage
- All other teachers have access except Mr. Waters
- Quick, easy project
- Discussion of Bus lane
- Cost is excessive
- Outside bleachers?
- Do have the hill next to the track
Still projects that still need fixing
- we do the best we can with what we have
Nebo app
- can see notifications and emails
- Can see kids assignments
- Really useful
Next meeting - Feb. 7th

